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Choosing Premier Pools and Spas as your customized Phoenix pool contractors, you are climbing
the first step of joining a growing community of satisfied pool owners.

â€œWhy us?â€• is the question that haunts you and same time tempt you , answer to this straight line
riddle is, many families are choosing us as their Phoenix pool contractors because of the efficient
service and ability to work in accordance of you needs , thus makes us the best and out run the
other pool contractors in market.

It may be the ease in getting the entire package deal with because we are fully licensed around the
globe to be able to build not only a pool, but the best possible pool satisfying the budget and at
same time not sacrificing the quality work. You no longer have to deal with multiple contractors or
subcontractors yourself just lend a hand for our help blended with your personal ideas and forget
the rest , just leave it on us to make your ideas transformed and nurtured in reality.

Perhaps itâ€™s the quality materials and attention to detail that puts us into every pool we build. Or
maybe it is the beauty our quality craftsmanship brings out in each of our custom designs.

To get started all you have to do is call or contact us for one of our design and sales reps will help
you right away. We schedule a no cost consultation which will take place at your home. Our
experienced designers will assess the area you have available, along with your personal wants and
needs to create your custom backyard oasis.

As just mentioned, we as Phoenix pool Contractors of premier pools and Spas donâ€™t just build pools.
We also offer the proper lights, ambience etc. Once our designers have completed your dream
design, we can help you find the right financing. We are affiliated with several pool finance
companies who offer multiple options depending up on your personal situation. You are welcome to
use one of them or your own personal bank.

When the contract is signed and the financing is in place, we are off to get the permit. You as the
homeowner will be required to sign a few papers, but the bulk of the paperwork is filled out and
submitted by us. Depending upon what city you live in, the permit review and issuance process
should only take a few weeks.

Once the OK is granted by the City, and your utility lines are located, the excavation process begins.
Depending upon the size and design options you have chosen for you pool, the entire building
process from this point takes approx. 6-10 weeks. Our goal is to make this process fast and easy!

Upon completion, we hold a pool school session at your home/club to teach you how to properly
operate your new pool.

We give our clients their much needed information about the ongoing projects. We can also provide
a lawyer in signing the contract for the project.

Happy swimming!!
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Premier Pools and Spas have deep interest in writing informative articles on Phoenix Pool
Contractors. Also given her words to a portal a Phoenix Pool Contractors where one can find info on
a  Swimming Pool Builders. Explore: - http://www.premierpoolsandspas.com/
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